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Looking through the Eye of the TIGER: Step into the realm of economic foresight and
strategic planning as we gear up in anticipation for Budget 2024 which will determine the
fate of Malaysia's political and financial landscape. This year's theme, "Unleash the
TIGER," focuses on the foundations that will drive the nation's economic growth and
stability: Taxation, Investment, Growth, Employment and Revenue.

As the business sector yearns for dynamism and positive transformations in the economic
landscape, matters like taxation policies, investment opportunities, fostering sustainable
growth, generating employment and optimizing revenue streams rise to the forefront of
minds. Join us as we delve into the intricacies of the new budget and explore how
businesses can effectively unleash the TIGER into a more informed and strategic year
ahead. 
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Smart decisions. Lasting value.

INTRODUCTION



Shahreen Mahther
Manufacturing Audit Division,
Multinational Tax Branch
Inland Revenue Board of
Malaysia (IRBM)

Foo Meng Huei
Head of Tax
Crowe Malaysia

Sylvia Song
Tax Executive Director
Crowe Malaysia

Dr. Voon Yuen Hoong
Tax Executive Director
Crowe Malaysia

Featuring a formidable lineup of experts, our speakers bring a wealth of expertise and
experience to the table. Together, they will empower participants with actionable strategies
and key insights on the Budget 2024 that will help you navigate the challenges that lie
ahead.
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KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS

Shaun Edward Cheah
Executive Director
Malaysian International
Chamber Of Commerce
& Industry (MICCI)

Poon Yew Hoe
Senior Partner
Crowe Malaysia

Wong Man Yee
Tax Executive Director
Crowe Malaysia

Chong Mun Yew
Tax Executive Director
Crowe Malaysia
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https://mcusercontent.com/d27bfe395ed5d23a031bc6cef/files/a623d73b-57db-cc3b-9e87-b61bc48ba148/MICCI_Shaun_Edward_Cheah_CV.pdf
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/poon-yew-hoe
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/man-yee-wong
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/mun-yew-chong
https://mcusercontent.com/d27bfe395ed5d23a031bc6cef/files/5045e984-e76b-ef46-7d7c-2c73de2cab06/_CCM_SHAHREEN_MAHTHER.pdf
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/meng-huei-foo
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/sylvia-song
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/voon-yuen-hoong
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/poon-yew-hoe
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/voon-yuen-hoong
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/sylvia-song
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/mun-yew-chong
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/meng-huei-foo
https://www.crowe.com/my/about-us/professional-and-executive-team/team/man-yee-wong
https://mcusercontent.com/d27bfe395ed5d23a031bc6cef/files/5045e984-e76b-ef46-7d7c-2c73de2cab06/_CCM_SHAHREEN_MAHTHER.pdf


Presenting a dynamic series of thought-provoking sessions with expert speakers - Be
prepared to gain deep insights into the implications of Budget 2024's Taxation, Investment,
Growth, Employment and Revenue aspects and discover practical strategies to thrive amidst
the changing economic landscape. 
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AGENDA 

BUDGET CHANGES 9.00AM

Get ready for a pivotal discussion that sheds light on the unveiling of Malaysia's budget for
the year ahead. Our esteemed speakers will delve into the key highlights of the
Government's Budget, dissecting its potential implications on businesses and individuals
across Malaysia. Gain invaluable insights as we analyze the strategic measures and fiscal
adjustments that will shape the economic landscape in the coming year. Join us for this
enlightening session, where we unravel the complexities of the budget changes and explore
the opportunities they present for a prosperous future.

SPEAKERS: 

Shaun Edward Cheah
Executive Director
MICCI

Poon Yew Hoe
Senior Partner, 
Crowe Malaysia

KEEPING UP WITH THE 
SHIFT TO E-INVOICING IN MALAYSIA

11.10AM

Discover the transformative future of e-invoicing in Malaysia through the MyInvois Portal.
With the new system's watchful eye on all taxpayers, e-invoices will undergo validation,
bolstering tax administration across the board. Join us as we deep dive into the intricacies of
e-invoicing implementation, exploring vital aspects such as Special Voluntary Disclosure
Program (SVDP) 2.0 and Tax Corporate Governance Framework (TCGF). We'll equip you
with essential tips for transitioning into the modernized e-invoice system, empowering you to
stay ahead in the ever-evolving tax landscape.

SPEAKER: 

Wong Man Yee
Tax Executive Director, Crowe Malaysia

(PT. 1)
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Foo Meng Huei
Head of Tax, 
Crowe Malaysia
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AGENDA 
TRANSFER PRICING IN THE SPOTLIGHT:
BUDGET 2024 IMPLICATIONS

2.00PM

As we gear up for tax filing in the year of assessment 2023, businesses must strengthen
their transfer pricing documentation compliance in response to the latest Transfer Pricing
Rules issued by the IRBM in May 2023. These changes are set to have a significant impact
on companies, particularly multinational entities operating in Malaysia. In this session, we will
hone in on the key changes affecting businesses and offer practical guidance to navigate
potential transfer pricing challenges. Our esteemed guest speaker from the IRB will be on
hand to address any concerns arising from the TP Rules 2023 effectively. 

SPEAKERS: 

Shahreen Mahther
Manufacturing Audit Division, 
Multinational Tax Branch, IRBM

Sylvia Song
Tax Executive Director, Crowe Malaysia

STAYING AHEAD OF CHALLENGING TAX
ISSUES: COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

3.30PM

In this engaging session, we address the critical and timely topics that are currently igniting
the tax landscape where staying compliant has become more crucial than ever due to
changing tax regulations and complexities. Join us to gain valuable insights from our expert
panel as we unravel the pressing tax concerns such as foreign source income, grants and
tax incentives, latest tax court cases, indirect tax audit, etc. Be prepared to tackle these
challenging tax issues head-on and emerge well-equipped to meet the challenges of today's
complex tax compliance landscape.

(PT. 2)

SPEAKERS: 

Chong Mun Yew
Tax Executive Director, Crowe Malaysia

Dr. Voon Yuen Hoong
Tax Executive Director, Crowe Malaysia
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This webinar is HRDC claimable –  participants who are HRDC contributors can
claim the event fee directly from the HRDC. In addition, participants who have
professional qualifications will be able to claim their CPD hours to the awarding
bodies such as CTIM, MIA, etc.

RM350 RM300 RM250
For 1 pax For 3 - 4 pax For 5 pax and more

REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW

Crowe Tax Budget Conference 2024: Unleash the T.I.G.E.R.

Registration closes on

18 October 2023

https://forms.office.com/r/c4UXkQH79B


Individual Registration: Full payment shall be made at
the point of online registration.
Corporate Registration: Full payment shall be made
within thirty (30) days from the date of the Invoice or 1
day before the webinar, whichever earlier.
Access to join the webinar shall be granted only upon
full payment as per the above requirement.

The Access Link will be emailed at least 24-hours
before the commencement of the webinar.
The Access Link is unique and should not be
forwarded/shared with others.

To ensure grant approval is obtained prior to event
registration and to provide the Grant ID notification
upon event registration.
To make full payment to Crowe CPE as per the issued
Invoice within 14 working days upon receipt of Crowe
CPE's notification in the event the training fee is
cancelled by HRDC due to non-compliance on the
part of the participant or his/her employer or any valid
reasons stipulated by HRDC.
To settle the balance payment to Crowe CPE within
14 working days upon receipt of Crowe CPE's
notification in the event only partial claim is approved
by HRDC. Crowe CPE will provide copy of the original
invoice and will not issue a new invoice for the
balance amount.
If employer has made payment prior to grant approval,
a refund will be made to employer subject to
reimbursement received from HRDC. Refund will be
made via IBG Transfer.
To provide required information and/or documents
after completion of event for the purpose of HRDC
Claim within 7 working days upon receipt of Crowe
CPE’s notification.

Webinar Fee

Deadline for registration
Registration closes on 18 October 2023.

Webinar Access Link

HRD Corp (Claimable Events Only)
Crowe CPE is an approved Training Provider registered
under 'Crowe CPE Sdn. Bhd.’  
(MyCoID: 201873K).

Employer’s Obligations
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TERMS &
CONDITIONS

For written cancellation received with minimum seven
(7) days’ notice from the date of the webinar, no
penalties will be imposed and full refund will be made to
participants who have paid.
For written cancellation received less than seven (7)
days from the date of the webinar, an administrative
charge of 20% of the registration fee will be imposed.
Unpaid registrations will also be liable for a 20%
administrative charge.
No refunds will be made for written cancellations
received on the day of the webinar or for participants
who failed to join the webinar. Unpaid registrations will
also be liable for full payment of the registration fee.
Replacing registered participants is not allowed.

Please select the participant classification carefully as it
determines the fees payable.  
The information on Corporate/Individual shall be
deemed true and correct. No alteration will be allowed
upon registration.

Live Q & A’s, quick polls/surveys will be carried
throughout the webinar.
Participants will be issued an e-certificate upon full
attendance and submission of the feedback form stating
the benefits achieved (where applicable).
The e-certificate will not be awarded if participants
remain logged on for less than 80% of the time allocated
for the webinar.
CPE hours are claimable through participants’ own
applications to the awarding bodies. 

Cancellation

 
Participant’s Classification and Information

Methodology, Certificate of Attendance, and CPE Credit
Hours

Copyright
No part of the e-material may be reproduced in any form,
stored in a retrieval system, transmitted by any means
electronically or mechanically, photocopied, or recorded
without prior permission of the organiser.

Data Protection Act
Personal Data is gathered under the Personal Data
Protection Act 2010 (Act 709).
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Our dedicated team is always ready to assist and support
you. If you have any questions, inquiries or need further
information about our services or the webinar, feel free to
reach out to us through the following contact channels:
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NEED HELP? 
WE'RE HERE FOR YOU!

The Society

events@crowe.my

+60 14-548 4686

Crowe Tax Budget Conference 2024: Unleash the T.I.G.E.R.



Contact Us

Crowe Malaysia PLT
Level 16, Tower C, Megan Avenue II
12, Jalan Yap Kwan Seng
50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: + 603 2788 9898 

About Crowe Malaysia PLT

Crowe Malaysia is the 5th largest accounting firm in Malaysia
and an independent member of Crowe Global. The firm in
Malaysia has more than 10 offices, employs over 1,200 staff,
serves mid-to-large companies that are privately-owned,
publicly-listed and multinational entities, and is registered with
the Audit Oversight Board in Malaysia and the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board in the US.

About Crowe Global

Crowe Global is one of the top 10 accounting networks with
over 200 independent accounting and advisory firms in more
than 145 countries. For almost 100 years, Crowe has made
smart decisions for multinational clients working across
borders. Our leaders work with governments, regulatory
bodies and industry groups to shape the future of the
profession worldwide. Their exceptional knowledge of
business, local laws and customs provide lasting value to
clients undertaking international projects.

Crowe Malaysia PLT is a member of Crowe Global, a Swiss verein. Each member firm of Crowe is a separate and independent legal entity.
Crowe Malaysia PLT and its affiliates are not responsible or liable for any acts or omissions of Crowe or any other member of Crowe and
specifically disclaim any and all responsibility or liability for acts or omissions of Crowe or any other Crowe member.

© 2023 Crowe Malaysia PLT

www.crowe.my


